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SOME WORDS BY ...

The city and application were selected thanks to the extreme 
engagement of the French Federation, the city of Bordeaux, urban 
area and department representatives as well as representatives from 
tourism, economic or sport local organisations. 

Internationally recognised, Bordeaux benefits from dense and high-
quality sports facilities as much as lodging facilities and particularly 
well connected by a strong public transport system. 

Didier Besseyre, President of the European Federation for Company Sport

We are convinced that the concept of “the Games in the city” we will introduce you 
could help us to leverage the quality of ECSG.
By choosing Bordeaux as host city for ECSG 2023, you will discover the so special 
atmosphere of this city through its architecture, gastronomy, culture and climate. 

We look forward to welcome you in Bordeaux in 2023 and will make our best to complete 
EFCS members’ expectations. 

Welcome to Bordeaux!
The city of Bordeaux is proud to host the European Company Sport 
Games in 2023. The diversity of sports is the force of the Games and 
I am convinced of its success.
To offer a warm welcome to participants and the best conditions to 
compete, we ensure the provision of our sports facilities.
Bordeaux is a sport city; sport activities are constantly increasing.
We aim to provide the development of all in and around physical 
activity. Our policy is to further develop best practices for all publics 

Nicolas Florian, Mayor of Bordeaux

throughout the whole territory. The city of Bordeaux also supports high level sport which 
is the basis of Bordeaux sports policy. By doing so, it also helps democratise physical 
activity to the many.
Sport and business share common values: respect, solidarity, performance, team spirit. 
These are the strong messages you convey.
I wish full success to these 2023 European Company Sport Games in Bordeaux!
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For the 24th European Company Sport Games in Bordeaux 
in 2023, we guarantee you an event faithful to the previous 
Games by combining proximity, accessibility, friendliness 
and comfort.

Bordeaux is an easily accessible city, with a unique cultural, 
historical and gastronomic dimension with a strong exper-
tise in terms of international events.
A high-performance transport system and compact sports 
facilities will guarantee you friendliness and sharing mo-
ments.

Central and adapted meeting places ...
Bordeaux is ready to welcome you and offer you an unfor-
gettable experience!
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Chosen as Lonely Planet’s most attractive city in 2017, 
number two in the New York Times cities to visit in 2016, and 
«European Best Destination 2015”... over the course of the 
last ten years, Bordeaux has transformed itself, and revealed 
its rich personality. Boasting exceptional classical and modern 
architecture, and surrounded by the most famous vineyards in 
the world, it is a perfect symbol of the French “Art of Living”. 
Bordeaux also has a lively cultural scene, with a new generation 
of young artists and musicians who have not hesitated to 
reinvent and create alternative versions of the “Port of the 
Moon” as it is fondly known - in reference to the crescent-shape 
followed by the Garonne river as it wends its way through the 
city. 

THE CAPITAL OF NEW AQUITAINE

The region’s wines travel as ambassadors all over the world, 
but Bordeaux is also happy to play the host and receives 
increasing numbers of visitors! The new highspeed train line 
that connects to Paris in just two hours, the cruise ships that 
dock in the city centre, and the numerous airlines offering 
direct flights, have created an accessibility that has propelled 
the city to its position of capital of Nouvelle Aquitaine, the 
largest region in the country, covering the entire South-West. 
The Bordeaux region is known for the Dune du Pilat, the oyster 
ports in Arcachon bay, the vines in Pessac-Léognan, the wild, 
unspoilt Atlantic coastline, the conviviality of the Basque 
Country... and its vast preserved spaces that give it the feel of 
a «French California».
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THE CITY OF BORDEAUX

BORDEAUX: AN EFFERVESCENT, CREATIVE CITY

An endless source of inspiration, Bordeaux attracts numerous 
artists and cultural projects. The city has one of the liveliest 
music scenes in France, with unusual urban venues springing up 
in each neighbourhood, and a flourishing street art community 
that takes pleasure in covering Bordeaux’s walls.



GASTRONOMY AND THE FRENCH LIFESTYLE

Bordeaux encourages us to take the time to enjoy life, and 
savour its simple pleasures. A pleasant climate, UNESCO 
world heritage architecture that nonetheless remains on a 
human scale, numerous pedestrian streets and delightful 
little squares, welcoming cafés and bars, designer shops, a 
new guard of audacious young chefs offering exciting flavours 
and culinary combinations, a stroll in the beautifully laid out 
parks, or along the quay... The entire city’s traffic flow system 
has been reorganized and complemented with a network of 
cycle paths. Here everyone can set their own pace, and enjoy 
the vibrant energy that pulses through the city.

BORDEAUX: THE INTERNATIONAL CAPITAL OF 
WINE

Once again this year, Bordeaux is celebrating wine with its 
spectacular biennial festival that attracts visitors from around 
the world. Bordeaux’s wine producers and wine merchants 
offer this unique opportunity to taste wines, and discuss them 
with wine professionals. The region has been blessed with 
an incomparable variety of soil types that produce exquisite 
nectars every year. The oldest and largest area in the world 
that produces fine wines, Bordeaux includes 65 appellations 
and covers 111,000 hectares. Hundreds of wine-producing 
properties, or châteaux, open their doors to visitors and are 
happy to reveal the secrets of how they make their wines. 
There are many different ways to journey through this magical 
land: by boat, on horseback, on foot, in a group or a personal 
tour... An opportunity to experience a powerful heritage and 
strong characters, and to taste the resulting wines! 

2015: Bordeaux awarded European Best Destination

2016: Second must-visit destination in the world according 
to the New York Times

2017: First place as most attractive cities in the world 
according to Lonely Planet

2017: French city where according to Atabula

2017: Bordeaux selected as must-visit destination by The 
Los Angeles Times

Bordeaux, 6th most cyclable city in the world according to 
Copenhagenize

Bordeaux Mérignac awarded best airport transporting 
less than 10 million passengers according to Air Transport 
News

NUMBERS AND FIGURES



Bordeaux hosts sports and international events 
year round and offers optimal conditions to travel 
to and from the city.
Everything is implemented to facilitate 
access from wherever you come!

1) INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

In 2019 Bordeaux airport offers 126 direct flights serving 96 
destinations over Europe and many charter flights available.It 
benefits direct connections with most of the European countries.

Therefore, Bordeaux airport benefits from daily connections with 9 
of the 10 main European hubs: Paris (Charles de Gaulle), Amsterdam, 
Frankfurt, Istanbul, Madrid, Barcelona,   London (Gatwick) Munich 
and Rome.

TRAVEL TO BORDEAUX...
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DID YOU KNOW  ?

In 2021, completion of the extension of the tramway line will 
connect the city center of Bordeaux to the airport.
Participants of the ECSG 2023 will be taken in charge by the 
organization as soon as they arrive at the airport and enjoy 
unlimited public transport.

A connection every 10 minutes!



2) BY TRAIN IS NOW VERY EASY !

Since 2017 and the achievement of the high-speed railway, Saint-
Jean station has become the South West hub.

33 direct routes are available daily with Paris and 5 of them with 
Paris CDG airport placing Paris only 2 hours away from the 2023 
European Company Sport Games.Thanks to new fast trains, Paris 
will be located just 2 hours from the ECSG 2023 !
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20’20’

FROM THE RAILWAY STATION OR THE AEOPORT, THE 
CENTER OF BORDEAUX AND THE ACCREDITATION CENTER 

OF THE EUROPEAN COMPANY SPORT GAME WILL BE ONLY 20 
MINUTES.



GET AROUND BORDEAUX...

During the 2023 European Company Sport Games in Bordeaux participants will have unlimited 
access to public transport, four tram lines (the D line will be in operation in 2019) and bus 
network. From the moment participants step foot in Bordeaux, members of the ECSG2023 will 
take them in charge to enjoy Bordeaux’s transport system.

Bordeaux ECSG 2023 was thought around the four tram lines. Located within 5 minutes from 
a tram station all the sport venues – except for the three golf courses, accommodation and 
gathering venues – accreditation centre, opening and closing ceremonies, nighttime activities… 
are easily accessible. Furthermore, the tram serves the main touristic sites.

Trams every 4 to 10 minutes in operation from 5.30am to 1.30am, life couldn’t be easier and 
faster to get around the ECSG2023! 
It’s hard to make it easier and faster ... to move arount the ESCG 2023!

For those who ride bikes rather than trams, Bordeaux was ranked 6th most cyclable city in the 
world in 2017 (Copenhagenize). With 241 kilometres of cycling route in the metropolis, cycling 
to the sports venues will be easy and safe. A self-service cycle hire scheme is also available in 
Bordeaux with a total of 172 terminals.





Proximity, conviviality and gathering

As mentioned above, the 2023 Games were designed 
to ensure ease of travel and access for all participants. 
Also, the selected accommodation and sports venues are 
concentrated in 3 major sites (located on the B and C lines 
of the tramway) which will generate a friendly atmosphere 
and gathering dear to all the participants.

Gathering places in the hearth of Bordeaux. 

Hangar 14 will be the heart of the ECSG 2023 at the 
the crossroad of the four tram lines, sports venues and 
accommodation. Located on the riverbank, the 6,000m² 
large building will serve as accreditation centre, general 
office and sports venues for chess, darts and health and 
wellness activities. 

Daily nighttime activities and animations will be organized.
Free concerts for the participants and possibility to eat for 
those who have made the choice, the Hangar 14 will be 
THE place of gathering of the European Company Sport 
Game ...

The opening and closing ceremonies held on the 
Quinconces square will only be a few minutes away by 
foot or two tram stops from Hangar 14. Well-known for 
being a major gathering spot in Bordeaux (Euro 2016 Fan 
zone), the Quinconces square is the best place to open and 
close the ECSG2023!

ECSG2023 : THE 
GAMES IN THE CITY
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Three main sites for accommodation and sports to guarantee a friendly and 
atmosphere

Still within 5 minutes of a tram or bus stop, all the sports facilities are concentrated on 3 «big sites» 
in order to preserve the spirit of the games and to offer a maximum of disciplines in the same places. 
It will be easy to watch and encourage colleagues from other disciplines during the day! Sufficient 
accommodation in all categories was chosen for the participants on these 3 sites and between 
these 3 sites on the tram lines.

ECSG2023, Games organised in the heart of a dynamic city where History, culture, gastronomy and international 
event experise come together.
25 sports on three main sites. 2 tram routes to connect them all. And everything within 7 kilometres. Bordeaux 2023 
is the ideal destination for the future European Company Sport Games! 

1. BORDEAUX LAC

3. QUARTIER SUD

2. BORDEAUX
COEUR DE VILLE

3 426
DISCIPLINES SPORT SITES TRAM STATIONS >>

7 KMS AROUND
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More than 30,000 beds are available in and around Bordeaux… 
this should be sufficient for the European Company Sport 
Games where 6,000 participants are expected! 

To keep the spirit of friendliness, gathering and exchange 
we have selected 11,000 beds for you near the three main 
sites “BORDEAUX LAC”, “BORDEAUX COEUR DE VILLE” and 
“QUARTIER SUD” with direct access to transport.

Campsites, mobile home, hostels, apartments, 2 to 5 stars 
hotels and even bed & breakfast. Everything is made to fit 
your needs and your budget (from €20 to €150 per night per 
person). 

Discover the number of beds available in each category.

ACCOMODATION

Youth hostels 600 Beds

Apartments 1000 Beds

Camping (mobil home) 1200 Beds

Bed & Breakfast 600 Beds

2-stars hotel 2000 Beds

3-stars hotel 3000 Beds

4-stars hotel 2000 Beds

5-stars hotel 600 Beds

In addition to these 11 000 beds, a total of 20 new hotels 
(for a total of 3500 beds) are planned for 2022, including 
the Cité du Vin between «BORDEAUX CŒUR DE VILLE» and 
«BORDEAUX» LAC »
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Between tradition and novelties

The European Company Sport Games 2023 in Bordeaux already offers 26 disciplines in competitions.

In addition to this traditional program, the organizing committee wishes to incorporate several new 
features for this 24th edition:

SPORT PROGRAM

A R -

DRAGON BOAT

The dragon boat is a Chinese 
ancestral boat originally legendary. 
The boat, richly decorated with a 
dragon’s head at its bow, measures 
nearly 12m long by 1m20 wide. Its 
weight varies between 250 and 300 
kg.
It has about twenty crew members: 
9 paddlers on each side, a helmsman 
in the back, and a «drum» that beats 
the pace.
Organized on Saturday 17 June 
just before the race off stage in 
an atmosphere that we hope to 
memorable!

A R - B A D -

WINE TASTING

How to organize an international event in Bordeaux without highlighting the wine?

We will offer interested people a complete program around oenology (visits of castles, tastings, city of wine ...).
Specific entries in the same way as all sports will be proposed to add a cultural and gastronomic dimension to our 

organization.
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HEALTH AND  WELLNESS

Non-competitive activities

Leisure activities will be integrated to 
open this event to as many people as 
possible.
For example, hiking, Nordic walks 
and cycle tours to discover the city 
and the region.

But also activities called «sport-
health» (stretching, fitness, zumba, 
aquagym, Pilates ...)

Vote for a new discipline

Another novelty, we will organize until 
the next European Games in 2021, 
a voting system so you can add new 
disciplines to the official program.
Your favorite discipline is not on the 
program?

 Depending on your votes, we will 
add 2 or 3 disciplines to the official 
program!

DO YOUR GAMES
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26 Sports already on the program:

TRACK AND FIELD
Individual competition and relay /

Men - Women
5 age categories (see page 17)

Disciplines 

100m - 200m - 400m - 800m - 1.500m - 
5.000m - Shot put - Long jump - High jump  

4 x 100m

ARCHERY

Disciplines : 

 classic bow, barebow and compound bow 

Individual and team competition /
Men women /

Category OPEN / Shot at 30 meters

BADMINTON

Mixed team tournaments in 2 categories:
- OPEN category: teams from 3 to 6 people 
played in 4 matches: mixed doubles - double 
men - single women - single men.
- Category SENIORS (over 40 years old): 
teams of 4 to 8 players - matches played in 4 
matches: 2 mixed doubles - 1 double male - 1 
double female

Team Competition / Mixed Team /
Category OPEN and +40 years

BASKET-BALL

Team of 5 to 12 people

Team competition /
Men’s and Women’s Tournament /

Category Open and Category +40 years

BEACH-VOLLEY

Open and Category +40 years
Teams of 2 people + 1 substitute allowed not 
team

Team Competition / Men’s, Women’s 
and Mixed Tournament / Mixed 

Category Open and Category +40 

BOWLING

Disciplines : 

Sprint (about 5 kms)
Classic race (about 10 kms)

Team Competition / Mixed Teams / 
OPEN Category

CYCLING

Disciplines : 

Time Trial – Outdoor road race

Individual competition /
Men women /

5 age categories (see page 18)

CHESS

Tournament played in Fischer cadence 
and divided into 2 divisions.

Individual / Mixed competition /
Category OPEN
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DARTS

All games are played in 501 Double Out.

Individual and team competition
/ Men women /
Category OPEN

FOOTBALL 7

Team of 7 to 12 people

Team competition /
Men’s and Women’s Tournament /

Category Open and Category +40 years

FOOTBALL 11

Team of 11 to 17 people

Team competition /
Men’s tournament /

Category Open

FUTSAL

Team of 5 to 12 people

Team competition /
Men’s and Women’s Tournament /

Category Open and Category +40 years

GOLF

The competition is played in Stabelford.
3 series: (0 to 14, 15 to 25 and 26 to 36)

Individual and team competition /
Men women /

RAW and NET ranking

HANDBALL

Team of 7 to 14 people

Team competition /
Men’s and Women’s Tournament /

Category Open and Category +40 years

ORIENTATION RACE

Disciplines :
Sprint (about 5 kms)
Classic race (about 10 kms)

Individual and team competition
/ Men women /

5 age categories (see page 17)

SQUASH

Teams of 2 to 4 people - Each match includes 
3 matches (2 singles and one doubles)

Team competition /
Men’s, Women’s and Mixed Tournament 

/ Category Open and Category +40 
years

SWIMMING

Disciplines:
50m, 100m and 200m Freestyle - 50m and 100m 
Breaststroke - 50m and 100m Back - 50 and 100m 

Butterfly - 4 * 50m medley - 4 * 100m Freestyle

Individual competition and relay /
Men women /

5 age categories (see page 18)

SHOOTING

Air rifle – Air pistol 

Individual and team competition /
Men women /

Category OPEN / Shooting 10 meters 

SAILING

Regattas competed in fleet or series

Individual and team competition /
Men women /

Category OPEN

MINI GOLF

6 18-hole courses played in 2 laps.

Individual and team competition
Men women

Category OPEN 
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Team of 6 to 12 people

RUGBY 7

Team of 7 to 14 people

Team competition /
Men’s and Women’s Tournament /

Category Open

TABLE TENNIS

Team of 2 to 4 people.
Each match includes 3 matches
(2 singles and one double)

Team competition /
Men’s, Women’s and Mixed Tournament 

/ Category Open and Category +40 

VOLLEY-BALL
Team competition /

Men’s, Women’s and Mixed Tournament 
/ Category Open and Category +40 

TENNIS

Team of 2 to 4 people.
Each match includes 3 games (2 singles and 
one doubles)

Team competition /
Men’s, Women’s and Mixed Tournament 

/ Category Open and Category +40 

OFF STADIUM RACE

Disciplines :

Sprint (5kms) - Classic race (10kms)

Individual competition /
Men women /

5 age categories (see page 17) 

PARALYMPIC DISCIPLINE

TRACK AND FIELD SWIMMINGOFF STADIUM RACE

AGE CATEGORIES
Most sports disciplines have 2 age categories:

- Category Open: No age limit
- Category + 40 years old: reserved for people born before 1983 or teams composed only of participants 
born before 1983

For track and field, orienteering, non-stadium racing, cycling and swimming, the following age categories 
apply.

Category A (18+) 2005 - 1993
Category B (30+) 1992 - 1983
Category C (40+) 1982 - 1973
Category D (50+) 1972 - 1963

      Category E (60+) 1962 and older

PETANQUE

Disciplines :

Double - Triple

Team Competition / Mixed Teams / 
OPEN Category



The European Company Sport Game in Bordeaux in 2023 have the support 
of all economic, sports, tourism and public authorities. In addition, the city 
of Bordeaux as well as the French Federation of Company Sport which will 
compose the organizing committee both testify to a strong and historical 
expertise in the coordination and hosting of large international events :

Thus, the city of Bordeaux hosts each year several international sports and 
extrasports gatherings of several thousand participants:

- 2016 EUROPEAN FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS
- RUGBY WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS IN 2023
- OLYMPIC GAMES IN 2024 (FOOTBALL AND SURF ON CANDIDATURE)
- MARATHON OF BORDEAUX
- INTERNATIONAL JUMPING
- VINEXPO (50,000 people)
- BORDEAUX CELEBRATES THE RIVER

The French Federation of Company Sport will be the project owner of these 
European Games 2023; With 1000 to 1500 French participants in each 
edition of the European Company Sport Game, they have a good knowledge 
of what the participants expect from such an event.
Every year, they host national and international events that bring together 
thousands of participants. They adapt to the geographical context and the 
specificities of each territory because they organize these events in different 
cities year after year:

- National Games of Company Sport: 3000 participants - 8 editions in the 
four corners of France and even in the Caribbean!
- World Company Sport Game in La Baule in 2018 (50 countries and 5,000 
participants)
- European Company Sport Game in Clermont Ferrand in 2005
- Various international events (international conferences, Eurobank, INSEE 
international volleyball tournament ...)

PARTNERSHIP 
AND EXPERTISE 
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From 14th to 18th June 2023
180 € per person** include :

- Participation in a sport and at the race outside the stadium 
or the Dragon Boat
- Unlimited use of public transport from Wednesday 14 to 
Sunday 18 June
- Opening Ceremony and Closing Ceremony
- Access to the daily evenings at Hangar 14 (concerts and 
dances ...)
- Access to the partner village
- Welcome package
- Interactive mobile application
- Accompaniment and follow-up for the accommodation.

OUR OFFER

Optional: Possibility to reserve your dinners that will be 
served each evening at the Hangar 14 / 19 € * per dinner or 
70 € * for 4 diners.

* Prices are subject to change until the bulletin n ° 2 (first semester 2022)

** An additional cost, the amount of which remains to be determined, will be 

applied for golf, sailing and oenology.
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CONTACT

French Federation for Company Sport

+33(0)1.56.64.02.14
ecsg2023@ffse.fr

www.ecsgbordeaux2023.fr
#BORDEAUX 2023


